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SWY

An analysis of the gust and gust-load experience of a low-altitude
transcontinental transport airplane, based on 834 hours of VGH record,
is presented. The relation of gust experience to airspeed, altitude,
season of the year, and flight condition is considered. An estimate
of the over-all gust history for the present
derived from a synthesis of the VGH data and

INTRODUCTION

type of operations is
available V-G data.

In recent years, the design ultimate strength of the primary struc-
ture of some types of airplanes, notably the transport airplanes, has to -
a large extent been determined by their anticipated gust experience. In
addition to the problem of overstress due to the occurrence of a single
load above design strength, a problem of designing against fatigue fail-
ures due to repeated loads of small intensities also exists. One impor-
tant part of the analysis of the fatigue problem is the definition of the
gust experience of an airplane, since atmospheric gusts are perhaps the
most prolific source of repeated loads. Furthermore, since the resultant
loads in gust encounters are, to a large extent, a function of operating
conditions such as airspeed, weight, and altitude, information is also
needed on the operating conditions under which gusts are encountered.

Extensive studies have been made of the larger gust loads by means
of the well-known NACA V-G recorder, which yields an envelope-type record
from which only the larger loads and associated airspeeds may be read.
The smaller and more frequent gusts and gust loads have, however, not
been studied in detail. Estimates of gust and gust-load histcries have
been made in reference 1, but they are based on limited and incomplete
data. The need for determining more precisely the detailed experience of
airplanes in service operation has led to the development of an instru-
ment for operational use that records a time history of airspeed,
acceleration,-and altitude (NACA VGH recorder). See reference 2.

The first service installation of an NACA VGH recorder was made in
a twin-engine low-altitude airplane flown in scheduled passenger opera-
tion on a northern transcontinental route of the United States. Pre-
liminary summaries of the early data from these operations have been
published in reference 3. The present analysis is based on a much
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ssmple covering 834 hours of record and considers the relation
gust and gust-load experience to the airspeed, altitude, season .

year, and flight condition. The measured results, supplemented
by available V-G data, have been used to derive predictions of the
gust history for the type of operation investigated.

GENERAL CONSIDEKW30NS

Genezal problems.- Research on gust and gust-load experience in
normal operations is aimed principally at the prediction of the gust
and gust-load histories for new airplanes. Investigations of the
present type are concerned primarily with the following problems:

(1) The gust and gust-load experience for the particular operations

(2) The frequency and intehsity of atmospheric gustiness and
their variation with such factors as season of the year, altitude,
and geographic or climatic region

(3) The definition of the operating conditions w~ich have a large “
“ effect on the accelerations &md loads applied to the airplane in gust
encounters, such as the airplane weight, airspeed, and altitude .

(4) Finally, since this type of operational research is still in
an exploratory stage, the development of techniques of dab evaluation
and the determination of what constitutes adequate scope and size of
samples

The determination of the gust and gust-load experience for the
particular airplane from the VGH records is the first step in these
investigations. Owing to the nature of the gust-load experience,
simple approximate procedures, which will be described subsequently,
are used for the smaller gust intensities which form the preponderance
of gust encounters.

The selection of parameters with which gust intensitiesmay be
expected to vary depends largely upon meteorological information on
the characteristics of turbulence and the weather. Past work has
indicated that the frequency and intensity of turbulence vary with
season of the yea, geographic location, and altitude. Msrked differ-
ences h a-spheric gustiness associated with changes in these factors
not only would have important implications in airplane design and
operation, but also would affect the requirements for the collection
of representative samples of data.

The operating conditions include the airspeed, the weight, the .

flight condition, and the altitude at which the gusts are encountered.
AWof these affect both the maximum loads and the number of loads
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experienced. For example, a 10-percent increase in speed results not
only in a 10-percent increase in the magnitude of all the gust loads
encountered but also in a 100- to 200-percent increase in the number of
loads above a given intensity.

Finally, many problems are involved in determining the types and
quantity of data required for reliable results and the best methods
of data evaluation. One of these problems is the determination of
adequate sample size. Obtiously, larger samples permit the prediction
of future experience with greater reliabili@. However, accuracy of
predictions increases rather slowly with increasing sample size so
that compromises become necessary between accuracy and practical con-
siderations. For given levels of accuracy, the appropriate sample
sizes are frequently not apparent before the investigations are under
way or until the character of the data is established. The first set
of data of a given type provides information on what constitutes an
adequate sample size. Available information also indicates that at
the initial stages samples of broad scope will be required in order to
assess the relative importance of such factors as geographic area,
altitude of operation, and variations in operating conditions.. .

Assumptions an’drestrictions.- In the present analysis the fol-
lowing assumptions apply: (1) The airplane on which the records were
taken is a representative low-altitude, short-haul, transcontinenti
airliner and the sample is representative of routine operations.
(2) The acceleration and gust experiences of an airplane may be
adequately defined by their respective frequency distributions; that
is, the frequency with which various values of acceleration or gust
veloci~ are experienced. Although the sequence of accelerations in
gusts may be of interest in some problems, it is beyond the scope of
the present study.

The present investigationwas restricted to values of acceleration
increment An above 0.3g and the equivalent levels of .&t intensity,
since reading to a lower level increases tremendously the amount of
work without yielding a corresponding increase in the value of the data.
Because of the relative infrequency,of the larger values of accelera-
tion and gust velocity, very long sampling periods wouldbe required
to obtain enough data for reasonable accuracy at the higher values.
The present investigationswith the NACA VGH recorder are therefore not
abed at determining the frequency of the very large gusts and accelera-
tions but are restricted to the lower values of gust veloci~ and
acceleration. Supplementary information on’’thefrequency of the larger
gusts and gust loads, as may be obtained from V-G records, is therefore
required for use with the VGH data to obtain a complete gust and gust-
load frequency distribution.

-—- ... —. _ _ ... ——. _ —___
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INSTRUMENTATION AND AIRPLANE

*

data presented herein were collected with an NACA VGH recorder,
described in detail in reference 2. The instrument consists
main parts, a base containing the recording elements and a
timer, a film drum, and a remote acceleration transmitter.
drum contains a 200-foot roll of recording photographic paper
driven at the rate of approximately 2 feet per hour to obtain

a time history of acceleration, airspeed, and altitude. The acceler-
ometer transmitter was mounted rigidly within 2 feet of the operating
center of gravity of the airplane. A photograph of a sample portion
of a record is shown in figure 1.

The characteristicsof the airplane are described in the following “
table:

Design ~ossweight, -pounds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...39.900
Wingspan, feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
Mean aemdynamicchord, feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.1
Wingarea, square feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 864
Aspectratio,A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.1 .
Design level airspeed, miles per hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256
Never-exceed airspeed, miles per hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . 292
Slope ofliftcurve per radian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5“
Limitloadfactor, gunits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.89
Alleviation factor, K (reference 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.16

Most of-the airplane characteristicswere obtained from the design
manual. The slope of the lift curve was estimated from the relation
6A

~, where A is

based on am average
gross wei@t.

The

(1)

(2)

(3)

the aspect ratio. The alleviation factor K was

operating weight estimated as 85 percent of the

PKECISION

accuracy of the data presented herein depends on three factors:

Inherent instrument

Installation errors

Readtig errors

errors

—. .—
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The inherent instrument errors and a general discussion of
installation errors are covered in reference 2. The inherent errors
of the accelerometer transmitter depend on the dynamic response of the
instrument aqd the accelerometer temperature. The operating tempera-
ture for the present tests was generally above the minimum temperature
required for satisfactory operation. Over the range of the present
acceleration-incrementdata (from M.sg to fi.kg and up to 5 cycles per
second), the instrument is accurate to within *0.02g. The airspeed
cell has an inherent accuracy of from about *2 miles per hour at
100 miles per hour to about *1.5 miles per hour at 250 miles per hour.
The altitude cell has an inherent accuracy which varies from about
*3o feet at 2000 feet to about *65 feet at 20,000 feet.

The particular installationmet the basic installation require-
ments given in reference 2 and the installation errors are believed
to be negligible for present purposes. The reading errors couldbe of
a systematic or a random nature, but all check readings have indicated
that most of the reading errors were of a random nature. Reading
accuracy was estimated to be within about *0.01 inch. For the
accelerometer trace the maximum reading error was therefore estimated
at M1.03g. The maximum reading error of
estimated to vary from *3 miles per hour
N mile per hour at 250 miles per hour.
the altitude trace was estimated to vary
to K?35 feet at 20,000 feet.

the airspeed trace was
at 100 miles per hour to
The msximum reading error of
from *120 feet at 2000 feet

Based on the foregoing considerations, the following maximum
total error was esttiated for each of the quantities:

Acceleration)g. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .~.0!5
Airspeed, miles per hour

at100milesperhour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e
at2~milesperhour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *2.5

Altitude, feet
at2000feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *1~

at20,000feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *300

The derived results in the analysis are averages of a number of
observations, so that the random errors would be expected largely to
disappear. The over-all errors listed in the table are small and would
have only a minor effect on derived results. The sampling variations
might be expected to have larger effects on the results; their magni-
tude is discussed in a subsequent section.

———__ . —_.. -. ——— — — ——- ——.
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The sample consisted of 14 V(3Hrecords covering 834 hours of
scheduled transport operations. The airplane was used as a short-haul
passenger airliner and was flown over a northern transcontinentalroute
of the United States. Records were obtained during the g-month period
from April 1949 to Decenlber1949 and their scopes are summarized in
table I. The distribution of the flight hours by month (fig. 2) indi-
cates that, except in June, more than 50 hours of record were obtained
for each of the 9 months of the period covered, with a maximum of
about 180 hours for October.

The cabin of the airplane was not pr~ssurized and the operating
altitudes were generally less than 10,000 feet above mean sea level
except for very short periods when the airplane was flown above this
altitude for the purpose of terrain clearance or the avoidance of
turbulence. The average flight duration was roughly 1 hour. The dis-
tribution of flight distance by altitude above terrain for each month
(fig. 3) indicates that about 65 percent of flight distance was within
5000 feet of terrain and less than 2 percent was more than 10,000 feet
above terrain. Wese figures are approximate because the actual path (,
of each of the flights could not be reproduced by simple means.

During part of the period covered by the recbrd (from April .

through June), the airplane was operated under special cautionary
restrictions: “do not operate the aircrsft in excess of ninety percent
of the placard Vne [never-exceedspeed] and Vno[nomnal operating speed]
speeds . . . In the event any turbulence is encountered in flight,
immediately reduce the speed to a msximum of 170 M2H and further reduce
the speed to a maximum of 1~ MPH dependent upon the severity of the
turbulence.” These restrictions,which are discussed subsequently,
may have influenced the representativeness of the data obtained both
while they were in force and afterward.

EVALUATION OF RECORDS

For the purpose of evaluation, each flight of the record was sub-
divided into three flight conCLL.tions,climb, en route, and descent (as
illustrated in fig. 1 and described in reference 3). The cliti condi-
tion was considered to begin at take-off and to end when the record
,indicated that the airplane began maintaining a relatively constant
altitude. The descent condition was assumed to commence when the
record indicated that the airplane began consistently losing altitude !-l
and to end when the airplane landed. The en-route condition was con-
sidered to be h effect during the interval between the climb and

—.— .— — —



descent conditions and necessarily contained some changes in altitude
for such reasons as avoidance of turbulence and terrain clearance.

The evaluation of data on operating altitudes was based on altitude
above terrain in order to correlate the turbulence encountered with
proximity to the ground. Inasmuch as the relation of turbulence to
broad altitude ranges was of primary interest, the figures for altitude
above terrain were based on terminal altitudes, without consideration
of variations of terrain between terminals. For the climb condition,
the p“ressurealtitude at the’point of take-off was subtracted f?.mmthe
climb pressm’ altitudes. For the en-route condition, the average
pressure altitude of the take-off and landing points was subtracted
from the en-route pressure altitudes. For the descent condition, the
pressure altitude at the point of lanting was m.ibtractedfrom the
descent pressure altitudes.

me evaluation of the accelerometer trace consisted in counting
all acceleration increments above a threshold of M3.3g. In adtithn,
all acceleration increments above 0.5g and their corresponding airspeeds
and altitudes were tabulated. Comparison of the frequency distribution
of positive and negative gusts on several of the records indicated that
the differences were minor. It was assumed in this analysis, therefore,
that positive.andnegative acceleration increments occurred with equal
frequency, and hence/they have been combined.

The effective gust velocities were evaluated
increment and the associated airspeedby means of
equation:

.

where

h

Po

K

a

w

s

Ue

Ve

2wfkl
‘e=KoVw

‘oe

acceleration increment measured

sea-level density of air (0.238

gust alleviation factor (fig. 1

slope 0$ lift curve per radian

operating weight, pounds

wing area, squsre feet

from the acceleration
the sharp-edge gust

at center of gravi~, g Wits

x 10-3 slug per cubic ft)

of reference 1)

effective gust velocity, feet per second

equivalent airspeed, feet per second

-———— ——- ——-—- —-—,--—— —-— — ——. . . . . . . -——— -———
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Since detailed information on the operating weights was not available,
an average operating weight of 85 percent of gross weight, which avail-
able information indicates as representative,was used in the evalua-

.,

tion of effective gust velocities.

The determination of the airplane gust and gust-load history from
center-of-gravi@ measurements of acceleration can be influenced by
dynsmic effects of wing flexibilityon such measurements. A flight
investigation of the effect of transient wing response in rough a+r
upon acceleration measurements at the center of .gravi@ of this we of
airplane was reported in reference 4. The results indicated that under
dynamic conditions the center-of-gra@.tymeasurements of acceleration
increments in rough air are about 20 percent hi@er, on the average,
than the wing nodal-point accelerations,which are considered to be
more representative of the airplane accelerations. This 20-percent
amplification
the airplane.
investigation
obtained from

In order

appeared to be independent of the weight and s~eed of
The results of reference 4 were applied in the present
and the airplane acceleration increments A& were
the center-of-~avity measurements An by the relation

An++ .

to preserve the integrity of the original data for the .

purpose of statistical calculation;, the center-of~gratityaccelera-
tions An are given in the tables. In the figures, however, the cor-
rected airplane accelerations An* and the corresponding gust veloci-
ties Ue* are used.

The distributions of airspeed were obtained from a tabulation of
the indicated airspeeds at l-minute intervals. This simple, rapid
procedure has been found to give a good approximation of the distribu-
tion obtainedby a more detailed evalution.

RESULTS

Distribution of acceleration increments.- The frequency distribu-
tion of acceleration increments by altitude brackets of 5000 feet for
the last nine records was evaluated and the results are summarized in
table II. These results are considered representative of the present
tests. The frequency distributions of acceleration increment An by
flight condition and season of the yesx for the entire sample are sum-
marized in tables III and IV, respectively. The over-all cumulative
frequency distribution of An* (fig. 4) indicates the number of tties
a given value of acceleration increment An* was exceeded. The smooth

.
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curve shown in the figure represents a
tribution appeared to follow no simple

9

faired line inasmuch as the dis-
analytic form.

Distribution of effective gust velocity.- The frequency distribu-
tions of effective gust velocity for 5000-foot altitude brackets, flight
condition, and season of the year are summarized in tables V, VI,
and VII, respectively. These distributions were based on the evalua-
tion of gust velocities for acceleration increments ~eater than 0.5g.
The over-all cumulative frequency distribution of Ue is shown in
figure+5. For comparison, estimates of the frequency distribution
Of Ue for the present tests based on the A and B distribution curves
of reference 1 and the average path ratio of 0.1 derived therein are
also shown on the figure. The cumulative frequency distributions of Ue*
by altitude, flight condition, and season of the year are shown in
figures 6 to 8 in terms of the average frequency with which given
values Of Ue* were exceeded per mile of flight.

The procedure of evaluating gust velocities for only the accelera-
tion increments An* based on values of An greater than 0.5g neces-
sarily yields incomplete counts of the lower gust velocities Ue*
(7 to roughly 10 feet per second). Additional gusts of these magnitudes
undoubtedly occurred at lower-than-average airspeeds and higher-than-
average airplane weights and accordingly yielded acceleration increments
below 0.5g. These gusts consequently were not evaluated. In order to
correct the results for this deficiency and extend the data to lower
values of gust velocity, the average gust velocity corresponding to
&* . 0.25g (the frequency of which is known) was estimated from the
sharp-edge gust equation for an airspeed of 200 miles per hour, the
approximate average speed in rough air for the present data. The result

(roughly 5 feet per second) is plotted in figure 5.

Distribution of airspeed.- Figure 9 gives the frequency distribu-
tion of airspeed for each flight condition. In order to compare these
data with the airspeeds used in rough air, the distributions of air-
speed at which the acceleration increments An ~eater than *0.5g were
encountered have been plotted as dashed curves.

STATISTICAL RELIABILITY OF RESULTS

The reliability of results obtained from the sampling of opera-
tional gust-load experience depends upon two considerations, the quali~
and the quantity of the data collected. If interest is in a certain
type of operation, the sample chosen must cover all the important
conditions which make up that type of operation. The adequacy of the
present sample in representing low-level transcontinental transport
operations may be stiject to some question because of the special
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restrictions placed on the operations. These restrictions were not
considered to influence unduly the frequency with which gusts, partic-
ularly those of small intensity, were encountered but might have had a
significmt effect on the operating airspeeds in rough air.

In addition to being representative of the o~erations under con-
sideration, the sample must be of sufficient size to insuxe that the
random or sampling fluctuations are largely removed. Statistical
theory provides means of arriting at quantitative estimates of the
reliability of sampling results in terms of “confidencebands.tt Statis-
tical methods were therefore applied to the available data to arrive at
confidence bands for some of the results. The frequency distributions
of An foi each of the individual records are shown in table VIII.
The frequencies with which the given values were exceeded for each
record may be considered random and independent measures of the average
loading frequency. The general methods of reference 5 were applied to
the data of table VIII to esthate 95-percent confidence bands for the
over-all distribution of A@ (fig. k). These confidence bands or
lines provide a measure of the over-all ssmpling reliability of the
present results and
(value for extended
95 percent.

indicate the range within w=ch the true value
operations) may be expected with a probability of

DISCUSSION

Acceleration increment.- The cumulative frequency distribution
indicates that roughly 20,000 acceleration increments An* “greater
than 0.25g were experienced during the 834 hours of operation (fig. 4).
The largest acceleration increment was about l.lg and only two values
were greater than lg. The observed distribution is fairly regular and
to a first approximation appears linear on the semilogarithmicplot.
The data seem to ti~cate that the larger accelerations occur more
frequently than wouldbe expected from a linear distribution.

The 95-percent confidence bands shown in figure 4 for the present
data covering 834 hours of flight cover a range of roughly 2 to 1
at 0.25g, increasingto a range of roughly 15 to 1 at about ().6g. If
the determination of the frequency of applied loads within a range of 2
to 1 is considered adequate, the present results indicate that samples
of roughly 1000 hours are req~red to determine the loading frequency
at the smaller intensities (0.25g to 0.4g). In order to obtain the
same precision at higher,values, say 0.6g, much ltiger samples of V@
data, covering perhaps 5000 hours> would-be required.

,.,
Gust veloci&.- .!&:frequency.distribution of Ue*. (fig. ~) indi-

cates that ~ughly 20,000 gusts greater than about 5 feet per secoqd ,,

.— —.— .—
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(an average of
with estimates
cates that the

one per 8 miles of flight) were encountered. Comparison
obtained from the A and B curves of reference 1 inti-
present results are substantially lower than would be

predicted by the results of the reference. The figure shows that the
gust frequent$ is very sensitive to a change in gust velocity; a small
change in Ue , say 10 percent, may change the frequency by a factor
of 2. The correction of the present data for dynamic-response effects
and the different practices used in determining the slope of the lift
curve account in large part for the differences between the present
results and the A and B curves of reference 1.

Effects of altitude.- Comparison of the gust experiences for
operations above and below 5000 feet above terrain (fig. 6) indicates
that the frequency of encountering the smaller gusts per mile of flight
is almost twice as ~eat below 5000 feet as between 5000 and 10,000 feet.
The observed differences are statistically significant,being appre-
ciably larger than might be expected from sampling variations.

At the larger gust velocities the present data (fig. 6) suggest
that the gust frequency may be greater between 5000 and 10,000 feet
than below 5000 feet. This result may be due partly to the tendency of
the pilot to fly at the higher altitudes when trying to avoid tur~ulence,
but it may also be associated with the physical processes which suggest
that turbulence shouldbe more severe at the higher altitudes, where
the?mal currents and clouds may be expected to be more fully developed.

Flight condition.- Consideration of figure 7, in which the gust
distributions are sepsrated on the basis of the three ’flightconditions -
climb, en route, and descent - indicates that per mile of flight
the greatest number of gusts are encountered in the climb condition and
the least number during the en-route condition. The greater frequency
of gusts in climb and descent than in the en-route condition is statis-
tically significant and appears to be a result of the proximi@ of
terrain during these conditions; the ~eater frequency of gusts at the
lower levels has been noted previously. The differences between the
climb and descent conditions appear small and may be the result of some
systematic discrepancy in the evaluation.

Season of the year.- The separation of’the databy season (fig. 8)
indicates that at the lower gust velocities (9 to 11 feet per second)
fewer gusts per mile of flight were encounte~ed during the summer season
than during any of the other seasons considered. The frequency of gust
encounters for the s-r season averaged roughly half the frequency
for each of the oth~ @o sea~ons,,whereas the largest number of small
gusts per mile.of f~i@t wqse~erieticed during the .sprtigseason,.
These results are somewhat s,~~is@3 Since it.might be expected that
turbulence would be rnost,fre,quentd~~:g the smmer season when

..-. .. .,.
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convective activity is at its highest. Figure 3 indicates that the
pilots had some tendency to fly at higher altitudes during the summer.
If this higher altitude level for sumer fl@ng is the result of
attempts to climb above low-level rough air, the present indications
that the frequency of the lower gust velocities is least for the summer
season may be due largely to the operational practices and may not
reflect the real differences in the frequency of *bulence between
seasons.

The data of figure 8 indicate that the larger gust velocities
were encountered most frequently during the fall season and least
frequently during the smmer season. These results maybe due in psrt
to the higher winds during the spring and fall, particularly over
mountainous terrain. Another factor probably of importance is the
prevalence during the fall and spring seasons in the United”States of
well-developed convective clouds, associated with frontal systems and
squall lines, which are difficult to avoid. In contrast, the generally
more isolated thunderstorms of the summer months are, as a rule, easily
circumnavigated.

The absence of data for the winter season is unfortunate, since
unpublished V-G data indicati that this season may be the most turbulent -
for the present type of operations. As a consequence, the present
results may underestimate the over-all gust frequency. The discrepancy
is estimated, however, to be at most 20 percent of the gust frequency.

Airspeed.- The airspeed distributions of figure 9 indicate that
for any given flight condition appreciable variations in airspeed exist.
As expected, the climb speeds are in general lower than the en-route
and descent speeds. The very low speeds noted during the descent,
ranging fmm 120 miles per hour to perhaps 160 miles per hour, are
probably associated with maneuvering during approach and landing, which
under the present classificationwas included in the descent condition.

Comparison of the over-all distributions of airspeed with the dis-
tribution of airspeeds at which accelerations greater than 0.5g were
encountered indicates that some reduction of airspeed was practiced in
rough air during the descent and en-route conditions. These reductions
do not appear consistent and were probably influencedby the gust
intensi~, but they appear.to average about 15 and 20 miles per hour
for the en-route and descent conditions, respectively. The small magni-
tude of the average airspeed reduction is probably due in part to the
pilots’ inahili~ to anticipate rough air and also to the the required
to slow down once rough air is encountered. For the climb condition,
the results indicate that the pilots had a tendency to increase air-
speed in rough air. This increase is probably due to the pilots*
desire to maintain better control and avoid an accidental stall.
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These results support previous indications that in normal trans-
port operations many pilots reduce airspeed in rough air during descent
and en route. The reduction of airspeed in the present data is, however,
not large, averaging only about 10 percent of the average airspeed.

Over-all gust history.- Structural design considerations require
an estimate of the gust history for the entire life of an airplane. As
previously mentioned, VGE records do not provide a very practic&l means
of obtaining information on the frequency of the larger gust velocities
because of the large sample sizes required to obtain reliable estimates.
V-G records for the present airplane type, flying the same route, are
available for some ~,000 hours of operation. The information on the
frequency of encountering gusts of various intensities, obtained from
the present VG3 data and the V-G data, is summarized in figure 10 in
terms of the average flight miles required to exceed given values of
effective gust velocity. The values were obtainedby dividing the
total number of miles flown by the number of times given values of gust
velocity were exceeded. Although the results for the two sets of data
are not directly comparable, owing to differences in evaluation tech-
niques, theoretical considerations indicate that they should be
asymptotic near the largest value recorded in the V-G data. The faired
line in figure 10 indicates the approxhnate relation over the entire
range Of Ue* and takes into account the tendency of V-G data, due to
the envelope nature of the record, to underestimate the frequency of
all but the largest gust velocity encountered. The results shown indi-
cate t~at the average number of flight miles requ~ed to exceed values
Of Ue increases rapidly from about 8 miles for gusts of 5 feet per
second to 20,000 miles for gusts of 20 feet per second and k,ooo,ooo miles
for gusts of ~ feet per second.

The V-G data seem to reflect somewhat higher gust velocities than
the VGH data (fig. 10). This result may be partly due to the absence
of VGH data for what may be the most turbulent portion of the year, the
winter season, but it may also be the result of the evaluation tech-
niques used in deriving gust titi from V-G records.

Limitations.- The present results represent conditions for low-
level operations over land in a temperate climate and are not applicable
to airplanes operating under other conditions, such as at higher alti-
tudes and over water routes, since available evidence suggests that the
gust experience and ope~ting conditions may be very different for these
operations. A need therefore exists for additional data on the fre-
quency of gustiness and the operating practices for these other lqypes
of operations.
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SUMMARYOF RESULTS

NACA TN 2663

h evaluation of 834 hours of
of a low-altitude transcontinental

VGH records from normal operations
transport airplane has yielded the

following results:

1. Roughly 20,000 acceleration increments ~eater than 0.25g and
effective gust velocities greater than 5 feet per second (an average
of one per 8 miles of flight) were encountered during the operations.

2. A synthesis of V-G and VGH data for the present operation, made
in order to extend the VGH results to the larger gust velocities, indi-
cates that the average number of miles required to exceed various effec-
tive gust velocities were: 8 miles for gusts greater than 5 feet per
second, 20,000 miles for gusts greater than 20 feet per second, and
4,000,000 miles for gusts greater than @ feet per second.

3. Between altitudes of 5,000 and 10,000 feet shove terrain, about
one-half as many gusts per mile of flight were encountered as at
altitudes below 5,000 feet.

4. The least number-of gusts per mile of flight were encountered
during the en-route flight condition, for which the gust frequency
averaged roughly one-third to one-half that for the climb and descent
conditions.

5. For the ttiee seasons coveredhy the present data (winter
excluded), the least number bf gusts per mile of flight were encountered
during the summer months, when the average gust frequency was about half
as great as during the spring and fall months.

6. The airspeeds in rough air during the en-route and descent con-
ditions were on the average about 10 percent lower than the over-all
airspeeds for each condition. During the climb condition, however, the
airspeeds in rough air were on the average higher than the over-all
airspeeds in that condition.

7. Sample sizes of the order of 1000 hours of time-history record
permit the determination of the gust-loading frequencies for the smaller
titensities (0.25g to O.kg) within a range of frequency of a%out 2
to 1. Much larger sample sizes are required, however, to obtain the
same precision at the higher intensities”.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Vs., November 19, 1951 .

—
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Record
number

Total

Average

Date
installed

‘;-:5i:

a5:l;-49
a6-28-49
43-5-49
%-17-49
%-30-49
a9-25-k9
a10-2-49
alo-13-49
‘10-26-49
aH-6-49
11-19-49
12-1-49

------ ---

---------

TABLEI

SCOPE OF VGE RECORDS

Date
removed

a5-1-49
5-13-49
a5-19-49
a7-lo-49
%-17-49
8-30-49
9-8-49
a10-2-49
1o-1o-45
1o-26-49
n-5-49
11-19-49
12-1-49
12-16-49

------ --

Nuuiber
of

flights

894

64

Number
of

hours

65.2
63.6
34.9
65.9
51.9
65.3
61.1
64.7
62.8
61.2
61.1
X.1
61.0
57.1

833.9

59.6

Average
indicate
atiapeed

(mph)

197.3
202.0
201.6
201.2
196.4
199.3
199.8
202.3
201.8
207.9
210.6
203.0
207.0
209.4

-----

b202.8

Indicated
flight
miles

12.9 x 103
12.8

7.0
13.3
10.2
13.0
12.2
13.1
12.7
12.7
12.9
u.8
12.6
12.0

169.2 x 103

1.2.1x 103

%stxhnated date. v

%eighted average.

.

.

.—.— _____ —
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TABLE II

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ACCELERATION IIWRliMENTSBY

ALTITUDE ABOVE TERRAIN

[hst nine record~

(g %ts)

0.30 to 0.49
.50to .59
.60to .69
.70to .79
.80to .89
.goto .99

1.00 to 1.09
1.10to 1.19
1.20tO 1.29
1.30to 1.39

Total

Distance flown
(miles)

Frequency distribution

o to 5000ft I 5000to 10,000 ft

10,370
400
126
38
14
10
3
0
0
1

1472
91
32
13
5
6
0
1
1
0.

10,962 I 1621

77.6x 103
I

35.4x 103

Total

u.,842
491
1X
51

3
1
1
1

E, 583

113.oX’103

=s’=

- -. — —— —._ .._ _ —._ —— ____ ——._ _____
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.

TABLEIII

FREQuENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ACCELERATION

(g Is&s)
0.30to o.kg
.50 %0 .59
.60to .69
.70to .79
.80to .89
.90to .99
l.ooto log
1.10to 1.19
1.20to 1.2g
1.30to 1.39

Total

Distance flown
(miles)

BY FLIGHT CONDITION

INcREMENr

Frequency distribution

Climb

1655
58
27
8
3
3
1
0
0
1

1756

12.8x 103

En route

831-I
400
1.27
36
9
13
1
2
1
0

8900

109.7x 103

Descent

9440
368
99
33
9
3
1
0
0
0

I

Total

19,406
826
253 ,
77
21
19
3
2
1
1

=-l-=
=@=

.

————— .- —
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TABLE Iv

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ACCELERATION INCREMENT BY

SEASON OF THE YEAR

(g &its)

0.30 to 0.49
.50to .59
.60to .69
.~oto j;
.80to
.90to .99

1.00to 1.09
l.loto 1.19
1.2oto 1.2g
l.soto 1.39

Petal

)istanceflown
(miles)

Frequency distribution

Spring Summer I Fall
3-=to 6-= 6-atO 9-21 9-21to 12-a

5849
238
~1
22
2
3
0
1
0
0

4081
170
46
12
2
0
0
0
0
0

3
1
1
1

6186 I 4311 I 10,112

32.7X 103 I 48.7x 103 I 87.8x ~os

Total

19,406
826
253
77
a
19
3
2
1
1

19

.

20,609

169.2x 103

-.-—-. — —--— — -—.— -— ——_
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TABLEV

“

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF EFFECTIVFIGUST VELmlICY BY

ALTITUDE ABOVE TERRAIN

($s)

9.0to 9.9
10.0to 10.9
11.o to 11.g
u2.o tO 12.9
13.0to 13.9
lk.o to 14.9.
l~.oto 15.9
16.otO 16.9
ly.oto 17.9
18.otO 18.9
19.0to,19.9
20.oto 20.9
Z1.oto a.g

La&EL.-

Frequency distribution

o to 5000 ft

113
1.22
88
61
50
35
28
5

;
7
3
3

5oooto 10,000ft

24
35
37
21

:
3

:
1
0
2
1

28.otO 28.9 1 0 1

Total 532 147 679

Distance flown
(miles) 77.6 X 103 35.4 x 103 113.o x 103

.

?.

—..
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TABLEVI

FREQUENCYDISTRIBUTIONOFEFFECTIVEGUST

VELOCITYBY FIiGETCONDITION

(%)

9.0to 9.9
10.0to 10.9
11.0to 11.g
12.o to 1.2.9
13.0to 13.9
14.0to 14.9
15.0to 15.9
16.0to ~6.9
17.0to 17.9
18.0to 18.9
19.0to 19.9
20.0tO 20.9
21.0tO 21.9
22.0tO 22.9
23.0to 23.9

~

Total

Distance flown
(miles)

Frequency distribution

Climb

4
10
22
12
21
IL
10
3
1
2
1
2
1
0
0

y

101

I_2.8x~03

En route

139
160

::
34
19
15

:
6
3
2
2
2
1

0

563

109.7X 103

Descent

62
151
100
58
42
28
17

2
2
3
1
1
1
0

y

476

46.7x 103

Total

205
321
208
154
97
58
42
11
13
10
7
5
4
3
1

169.2x 103

I

-.-— ,. ..- ..__ ..___ ... —— -———--———— —.——___ _ _
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TABLE VII

FREQUENCYDISTRIBUTIONOF EIWECTIVEGUST

VELOCITYBY SEASONOF THEYEAR

-. J Frequency distribution I

2s)t==
9.0to 9.9
10.0to 10.9
11. o to 11.g
y2.o to 12.9
13.0to 13.9
14.0to 14.9
15.0to 15.9
16.0to 16.9
17.0to 17.9
18.0to 18.9
19.0to 19.9
20.0tO 20.9
21.0tO 21.9
22.0to 22.9
23.0to 23.9
~.

36
120
62
57
29
15
10
3
4“
o
0
0
0
1
0

Summer
6-21b 9-21

54
72
45
30
16
2
4
1
0
1
0
1
0
o’
0

Fall
9-21to u-21

115
129
101
67
52
41
28

;
9
7
4
4
2

Total

205
321
208

11
13
10
7
5
4
3
1

1

Total 337 226 577 1140

Distanceflown
(miles) 32.8x 103 48.7x 103 87.7X 103 169.2x 103

-,

.— _
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F%ure 1.- Sample VUH record.
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Figure 2.- Number of hours of VGH record obtained each month.
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Figure 3.- Distribution of

mom%

percent of flight distance by altitude for
each month.
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Figure 4.- OunniLativefrequency distribution of acceleration
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Cumulative frequency distribution of effective gust
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“Figure6.- Average frequency of exceeding given values of effective gust
velocity per mile of flight by altitude.
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Figure 7.- Average frequency of exceeding given values of effective gust
velocity per mile of f?ight by flight condition.
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Figure 8.- Average frequency of exceeding given
velocity per mile of flight by

values of
season.
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Figure 9.- Comparison of distribution of over+l.1 airspeed with the
distribution of airspeed in rough air by flight condition.
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Figure 10.- Composite curve of the miles to equal or exceed a given gust
velocity.
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